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. [Funkymix by Mark Roberts] 8A 91: 02: 02. [Funkymix by Mark Roberts] 8A 91: 02: 02. The Best Cosplay from the Anime/Manga that your favorite anime/manga cosplayer have worn when attend an event. This year, cosplay is definitely the way to be seen this Halloween! If you're interested to see what cosplayers have come dressed as, you have to
follow Rivelore Cosplay on Facebook. Rivelore Cosplay is one of the biggest communities for cosplay in Singapore. Be sure to check out their event calendar and even their YouTube channel where they have an active channel. This year, they're hosting a cosplay vending machine on two locations for the first time, on the 11th and 12th of October. The
cosplay vending machine that you can see on the photos is also fully functional. Just like a normal vending machine, you can choose the specific costume that you want and the next thing you know, you will receive your costume. Rivelore Cosplay took about two weeks to prepare all the costumes for this year's vending machine. All the costumes are
chosen based on the famous cosplayers that the audience has never seen before. The special section in the vending machine is 100% where the most popular costume is one of the combinations of the popular characters of the event that you attend. This year, the vending machine even has a new feature where you can also ask for the special costumes.
You can also choose the special or the modified costumes for cosplayers to wear, and they will make sure that they'll request it for them to wear. The list is huge this year! You can choose from anything from Rei Ayanami to Guns For Hire (and many more). Other than the cosplay vending machine, Rivelore is also asking cosplayers to join their
Halloween event. For those who have cosplayed before, this Halloween event is pretty much for all of you cosplayers out there who haven't done any event before. This year, you can expect a lot of fun things such as moonwalks, holding dodgeball tournaments, dodgeball battles, costume contest, etc. And of course, this year's Halloween Party is also
having a cosplay-related theme. All the theme costumes are also on sale, including anything from Iron Man to Fire Emblem. The cosplay vending machine and the cosplay event Halloween Party are happening on the 11th and 12th
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